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Arches National Park in 4 Seasons – Winter, Spring,
Summer, Fall

redriveradventures.com/blog/arches-national-park-in-4-seasons-winter-spring-summer-fall

The weather at Arches National Park does not shift as much as at parks in the more

northern areas of the state, but the seasonal changes do become part of the experience for

Utah visitors. Naturally, the heat in the parks farther north is less intense than in Arches

during the hottest part of summer, from early July through mid-August. On the other

hand, in winter, Utah’s gorgeous Arches park is not as cold as the parks farther north. So,

what’s the best time of year to visit Arches National Park in Utah?

What Are the Best Months to Visit Arches National Park?

One of the most gorgeous seasons for visiting Utah and the Arches park is the fall, from

around late September through November. The extreme heat of summer is over and

there’s a crispness in the cooler air and that fresh, invigorating feeling of fall as you stand

among the more than 2,000 majestic arches of the world-famous park.

How Is Arches National Park in the Winter?

There’s that incomparable feeling of knowing you’re experiencing one of life’s incredible

moments being in Arches park during winter. That’s partly because there’s a sense of

nearly having the park to yourself. There are not nearly as many visitors from December

through February. But, there are fewer daylight hours in winter, and you do need to be

careful walking in some areas that can become icy. Still, basking in the serenity of the

quiet, nearly-empty park in winter is well worth watching out for some ice.

How Is Arches National Park in the Spring?
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Spring is just a beautiful time to visit the park. The weather is mild. You can comfortably

take your time outdoors. Light jackets are optional; lots of people are already in shorts.

Just watch out for sudden quick-moving storms that can pass through and cause the

temperatures to drop briefly. Be prepared with an insulated rain jacket in your day pack.

Overall, it’s hard to beat the once-in-a-lifetime experience of standing before the great

sandstone Arches of southern Utah with the cool spring breeze on your face.

How Is Arches National Park in the Summer?

The summer months are the hottest of the year, and it’s when the 119 square mile park

has the most visitors. The red rock facings absorb heat from the sun, and together with

the dry air of southern Utah, on many days it can be an especially hot experience. It’s fair

to say that it’s potentially hazardous to the health of people who forget to hydrate

frequently. Southern Utah visitors need to stay aware of the outdoor temperatures in

summer to avoid a potentially severe reaction to the heat.

How Is Arches National Park in the Fall?

Probably the most irresistible season to spend some quality time in Arches park is in the

fall. From about late September through November, the rough summer heat is just a

memory. Just as the temperatures have fallen to consistently refreshing and comfortable

levels, the daily population of park visitors has also fallen dramatically from just a few

weeks earlier on the hotter late summer days. It’s that pretty perfect time of year when

you can feel the greatest freedom to wander through the park in blissful focus on whatever

comes to mind during an ideal experience walking in wonder below the incomparable 65

million-year-old Arches.

Arches National Park Weather

Southeast Utah is in the high desert region of the west-southwest United States.

Temperatures change as much as 40 degrees in a day here sometimes! So, a good rule of

thumb is to check Arches National Park weather by month to see the actual predicted

conditions for the weeks in which you want to visit.

In summer, temperatures are frequently above 100° F, which can make it dangerous to

hike much or do other strenuous outdoor activities in the area. It’s monsoon season,

which means sudden raging storms move through virtually every day, sometimes bringing

flash flooding.

Winter high temperatures average 30° to 50° F, and lows are from about 0° to 20° F.

There are rarely major snowfalls in the vicinity of the park, but icy roads can become

inaccessible. It can be a great time to visit Arches for people who don’t mind the cold, but

take precautions while driving and walking.

The most comfortable weather months at Arches park are in the fall, from September to

early November. Average temperatures range from around 60° to 80°F with nightly lows

from about 30° to 50° F.
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Average fall temperatures, mid-September through October, range from average highs of

60º to 80º F and lows from 30º to 50º F. Those temperatures, along with the waning

guest traffic, make fall the ideal season of the year to visit the spectacular Arches National

Park, Utah.

Red River Adventures

For your guided adventures in amazing Utah, call Red River Rafting Tours at (435)
265-3782, or contact us here online anytime.
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